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AESIRACI

Computer networks must become faster as the
equipment that is being interconnected increases in
power and performance, Ethernet, with a 10 Mbit/s
speed, seemed awesome a few years ago, but is
beginning to show its age as more machines are tied
together, and workstations attain the power of
yesterdays mainframes.

Networks using gigabit speeds are just sttiing to
become available and offer a whole new set of
problems and potential. The networks proposed for
supercomputers today will be the run-of-the-mill
networks interconnecting workstations and other ADP
equipment in tie near future. This paper addresses
what the higher speeds are being used for, the
“standards” efforts specifying the higher speed
channels, the nerwork architectures being proposed,
and some of the open problems requiring extensive
fun.her work.

WHY DO WE NEED GIGABIT NETWORKS

When networks were mamly used to carry key smokes
between dumb teminals and mainframes, 9600 baud
was qui!e adequate; it was considerably faster thm
people could read. Today it is more common to pass
files and pictures between the workstations,
mainframes, and storage systems. The emphasis is on
improving the users productivity and avoiding network
h~mlcnecks,

Visualization

If a picture is worth a thousand winds, then rrmcmber
thut It probably also takes a thousand times the
bandwidth to transfer that picture. People are no[
content with ]ust pictures, presenting the computer
(mtpbt dins in movie forrnn[ (called viSUdi7iition) is the
nrwest craze ard oi’fem even higher user productivity

increases. The potential bandwidth of the human eye-
brain system has been calculated to be on the order of a
few gigabits per second, hence gigabit speeds should
satisfy the individual u,ser’s needs for a while,

The networking factors of importance for visualization
are raw speed and non-interference between data
streams - if a visualization data stream is interrupted by
another packet, then the user sees a glitch which is
very distracting. Visualization sessions also tend to
last for many seconds, compared to a single packet
transfer which may only take a few microseconds.
Error control is also unique in that data in error is
discarded rather than being retransmitted.

File Transfers

As the computers become faster, they also increase
their appetite for data. A computer that is constipated
&cause of bottlenecks for input or output data is
wasting useful compute cycles. A major factor is the
bandwidth between the computer and its mass storage
system. Mass storage systems used to be limited to
single disks attached intimately to individwd computer
sj stems; today the trend is for groups of disks to be
shared among a group of networked workstations.
The networking factors of importance for fde ~ansfers
are raw speed and fairly large files; latency md
interfering data streams are not major concerns.

Remote procedure calls

An interesting concept that is gaining acceptance is the
close coupling of many workstations to ilchieve fl~e
compute power of a supercompuler. Single CPU
supercomputers are running out of p(~lcnli~l
performance gains due to the laws of physics Iimiling
the speed of light and electrons, PerftJm~ar\cc ~ilins in
d~e future will be achieved by interconnc~tiw n~w
smaller computers and spreading the problcnl :l~r{~ssi~ll
of thcm, This has ken termed “the l~ttllukot the h~llcr
micros”, I%e networking ftictors (d’ inlp~)rtm~cc t’(~r



remote procedure calls (RPC’S) are raw speed. low
cost (it shouldn’t cost more than the workstation), and
low latency. The information transferred [ends to be
mainly short data, control, and synchronizing packets.

STANDARDS

The computing industry has become aware that
hardware and software stimdards are rtecessarv for
future gTouch. No single company can provide all of
the solutions, and interoperation with other vendors
requires agreed upon interfaces, The users are also
demanding conformance to standards so that they can
purchase from multiple vendors, and minimize their
training costs.

Some years ago some ~ople thought that standards
stifled creativity. 1[ is our observation that stmdards
allow a company to invest a larger amount in&k own
amls of special expertise, with a smalier investment
required to interface to the other vendom that conform
to the standard. Otherwise, the cost of separate
interfaces to each individual vendor may well outweigh
the cost of the main business.

We have ako seen that the standards process usually
brings together the best and brightest people of many
companies to work collectively on a problem. Design
by committee really does work; the output of a
standards committee is usually considerably more
through and of higher quality than if one person or
one company had done the complete job. We cmnot
say enough good things about the companies and
individuals that suppon the voluntary standards
efforts,

In the gigObit coinputer networking arena, the High-
Pcrfmrnance Parallel Imerface (HIPPI) and Fibre
Channel (FC) are examples of interfaces cumently in
the stundards process. Synchronms Optical Network
(SOP(ZT) is an example of standardization of higher
spcccfs in ihe tclccom i.rtdusq, Protocol and s:)ftwiuc
\IiuKLuds have also bcnetkd from committee input,

III(; II-PKRFORMANC”E: I’ARA1. L::L
INTERFA(:I; (HI PI’1)

to connect to each vendors proprict~ interface.
when we took our proposal for an 800 MINt/S interfiicc
to the ANSI Task Group X3T9.3 we were labeled as
the “lunatic fringe - who in the world would need
anything that fast”. Needless to say. we arc no longer
the “lumtic fringe”, in fact some people arc saying that
wc aimed to~ !IJW.

H_IPP1 was the f~st hardware standard in the super-
computing arena. You may have heard of HIPPI
previously as HSC or HPPI. The name was changed
to avoid infringing cm existing DEC and Hewlett-
Packard trademarks. Some of the initial X?T9.3 goals
for HIPPI irtcluckd:

● a fm hose for moving data at 800 or 1600 Mbit/s,
“ get it done quickly since we had immc.diate needs,
● use current technology - no new silicon required,
● avoid options, and
● keep it simple.

We achieved these goals, and the first HIPPI interfaces
were delivexd in late 1988, Since ‘hen many vendurs
have implemented HIPPI on their products, or are in
the proass of implementing HIPPI. Currently HIPPI
is the interface of choice in h supmrnputing arena,

HXPPI provides a point-to-point simplex data path; that
is, it transfem in one dixcction only. Two biick-t(-)-back
HIPPIs provide full duplex or dual simplex operation.
800 Mbit/s is supported on one cable, 1600” Mbit/s
requires two cables. The cables use twisted-pairs
copper wires, arc limited to 25 meters in length, and
are about 1/2 inch in diameter. Standard ECL drivers
and receivers arc used,

The hierarchy within HIPPI is:
● Connection - must exist before data can be

transferal
● Packet - Groups multiple bursts together into a

logical entity
● Burst - Up to 1 or 2 KBytcs, busic !low conlr~d

unit. words within a burst nre trims!’erred
synchronously with a 25 MHz clock, ii checksum
f[)ll[)~s Ciich bu~t

● Words -32 bits on i!f)() Mbit/s I{IPPI, 64 hi[s (Ml
1600 Mbit/s 111PPl plus iul (Af purl~y hi~ f’~)r
cnuh byte in ci~~hwmf



on individual bytes and bursts; supporting very large
(megabyte) packets in a consistent fashion. Error
recovery is the responsibility of higher layer protocols.

Networking at the physical layer is supported by
HIPPI addressing and “comection” constructs. A
common HIPPI network architecture uses a crossbar
type circuit switch, for example a Network Systems
Corporation PS8 Hub, It works much like your
normal telephone comection, That is, the HIPPI
source provides a destination address (phone number)
and the desti.narion signals whether or not it can accept
the connection (answers the phone or hangs up). Once
a comection is made, multiple packets of data may be
passed without fuxther interaction with the switch, i.e.,
the only overhead is while the connection is being
completed. Either end may hang up, terminating the
connection.

The suite of HIPPI documents has expanded lxyond
the physical layer (HIPPI-PH) described above.
HIPPI-SC (Switch Control) defines how physical
layer switches operate and are addressed. The HIPPI-
FP (Framing Protocol) operates much like a data link
layer; breaking large packets up into smaller bursts for
transfer across HIPPI-PH, and providing a header
describing who the packet belongs to and where the
data is loctied in tie packet.

Multiple protocols are supported above HIPPI-FP.
HIPPI-LE (802,2 I.ink Encapsulation) provides a
mapping to the IEEE 802,2 data link for support of
common network protocols such as TCP/IP. HIPP1-
M1 (Memory Interface) provides commands for
reading and writing memo~ systems attached Via
I{IPPI A mapping to the Intelligent Peripheral
Interface ([PI-3) command sets for disks and tapes is
also supported, and is cumently being used for stripped
disk products.

“rhe ~[:l[u$ of [he HIPPI documents in September [}f
1091 Is:,

● 1111’PI-f’}] - iin approved ANSI standud
● IIIPP-t:P - in public review
● 1111’P1-1.E- in public review
● II IPI’l-LMI ]US1sta.ning the review cycle
● 1[11’p-$(-’ JUSt S[~l~g [k reVkW Cy(:k

“l”hc nl;il)plng to 11’1-3 will probnbly be d(mc us
rcvisl{)n~ {() [hc cxls[ing [PI 3 stamiuds riuhcr than it
~cpur~lc II IPP[ dt)cumcnt. ‘Ilcsc revisions would also
lll~ludc !IIApp IIIg S between 11’1-3 and I;ibre (.’hwncl.
‘I”hy 1!11’}’1 !]II dt,~unlcnt hus been ~ubmltted I() 1S1),
[Ilc llllCll)tl[ lollill ( )rgwllz.titlu[l (or SliUld&lTdlLikl loll, illl{l

the other J-HPPI documents will also be submitted
when they uc further along.

FIBRE CHANNEL (FC)

~es tie name is spelled correctly - the documents will
be submitted as international standards, and
internationally the spelling is “fibre”.)

When the standardization effofl for HIPPI started in
1987, ANSI Task Group X3T9.3 wanted to use filxr
optics for the increased distance and EMI/’RFl benefits.
Unfomunately, the fiber optic technology was not
mature enough at that time, so HWPI was based on
copper cables to meet the time and simplicity goals.
FC is a follow-on to HIPPI, building on many of the
concepts introduced with HIPPI. FC is also being
developed in ANSI Task Group X3 T9.3.

While HIPPI is more of a communications interface,
FC was intended to also address the need for a faster
1/0 channel for supponing peril herals. FC is
structured to support the IPI-3 command sets foi disk
and tape, Small Computer System Interface (SCSI)
command sets, IBM S/370 Block Multiplexer
commands, and I-UPPI-FP packets.

FC, like HIPPI, is also a point-to-point interface, but
FC is more general and suppons more types of
transfers. FC is more of an “all things to all people”
t:pe of interface, In the long tun, FC will provide
more capability than HIPPI, but its generality also
produces more complexity, which in tum makes it
harder to specify and implement. HIPPI could almost
be built with Radio Shack parts, an effective FC
implementation will requite custom silicon.

Where options were avoided in HIPPI, FC is full of
opt]cms. For example, FC supptTrts four speeds wi[h
dtita m.nsfer rates of 12.5, 25, 50, and 100 ~13yIeds,

corresponding to 132, 266, 531, tinci 1062.5 MhiIIId
scriid signidling rutesl I“he FC media may IX slnglc
mode flbcr or two sizes of multimode fibcl, or even
mcxpcnslve copper coiIx cable for stlon dl~lim~”~s.
optical Iransmittcrs may }JC 1.EDS or lil\C 1’\

C(mlbinations of AC hove arc spcuificd ft)r diflctcllt
$pee(is und (ilstanccs,

IIIPP1 operates in il dutugram m[~lc wlwrc higher
protocols worry tibuut error rccovcrv
rctrmsmissi(m. I{lPPI ill!io limits [rurlsfcrf lo ;1\

Jycl

illl(l

ll)!ll!



packet at a time, where the packet may be of any size.
b contrast, FC suppofic three classes of service:

class 1 “

class 2-

Class 3-

Ded;cated connection, guaranteed
delivery, frames received in transmitted
order
Frame switched. buffer-to-buffer flow
corm-cd. guaranteed delivery, frames may
be ~ordered, virtual connections
Datagrarns, delivery and frame ordering
not guaranteed

Class 1 is seen as very useful for visualization, where
a dedicated comection may exist for long periods of
time, and interference from other data streams is
undesirable. Class 2 will probably be used heavily for
traditicml I/O transfers, where multiple transfers are
open at one time with frames from the different
transfers multiplexed on a single fiber. Class 3 cart be
used with traditional communications protocols where
recovery and rc-ordering are already handled in the
upper Iayer protocols, and where connection set-up
times must be avoi&d.

FC is structured into f ~ur layers for ease of
understanding and documentation. FC-O spec i.ties the
physical layer with the scriid divers, receivers, media,
C:C, FC- 1 specifies the 8B/10B encoding/decoding
scheme used to encode the data into a DC balanced
serial bit scream, FC-1 also defines special symbols
for such things as Idle, SOF, EOF, etc. FC-2 defines
the framing, e.g,, where the address, control, data,
itnd check fields urc located and what they mean. FC-3
defines common services such as striping a single
packet across mulriple FC-O’S for higher bandwidth,
hunt groups, and multicasting, FC-4S arc the
miippings i,) higher layer protocols, e.g.. to the [PI-3
command sets for disk and tape.

The logical hierarchy within FC is:
● Opcriitirm - t.ogical construct to ickntify and group

things for M upp layer protocol
● I{xchitngc Group of sequences, norrntdly related

It] ~~ Colld blocks
● Scqucncc . Unidirectional group of frames
● I:rarnc - Iliisic transfer unit, contains hcit[!mr wilh

il&l~SSt S,c’lmtrol, offsets, etc., cont:lins up to 2
K Il~[cs of dti[ii. hiisi~ !l(Iw control tIIIII, ~otltiii~s

~hccksum, Wt]rds within ir f“rilfllC ilW

fyncllronimf

Illctlti!icr arlll of”fwl !iclds m comuincd within each
tritlllC’\ hc;i(!er, :llloWlllg [IIC rccciving p[)rt Ii) plillT IIIC
(Iillil ill ltlC proper pl:~~>c Ill ‘ncm[)ryt ll~)pcf~llly

eliminating the need for data copies in the receiving
computer. Considerable work has gone into providing
multiple levels of indirection so that the individual
frames can be disposed of by state machines
irnp]emented in silicon rather than having to be handled
by a general puqme processor. The feeling is that this
is mandatory if we are to keep up with the data transfer
rate, multiplexed frames, and the variety of
applications.

NETWORK ARCHITECTL’I’ES

HIPPI and FC provide point-to-point connections
which can be used as the basic building blocks for
computer networks. Different types of network
architectures are appropriate for different applications.
HIPPI and FC lend themselves to ring and circuit
switch architectures.

Circuit switch architectures

For comparison, circuit switching is what is used in
the telephone system today. That is, your call is
separate and independent from someone else’s call,
even though you are bcxh using the same circuit swirch
hardware. The separate but independent nature of
circuit switching is one of the requirements for
visualization, The Los A.lames National L.aborato~ is
prototyping a circuit switching architecture called the
Multiple Crossbar Network.

Figure 1 shows a 4 x 4 crossbar switch interconnecting
four hosts. Note that connections exist for
simultaneous transfers from Host 2 to Host 4, and
from Host 3 to Host 1. The “CBI” nodes are
“CrossBar Interfaces”, in the 1 os Alam(l
nomenclature. They would perform su functions
data buffering, switch access, addrc~s msnlufim,
security checking, and low level protocols, The CBIS
arc very similar m the CABS for the Carnegie Melltm
NECTAR pr[]jcct being developed by Nc[wt)rk
Systems,



both simultaneously transferring
rates,

!?2
Host 1 Host 2
(Rx) (Rx)

CB1 CB1

data at 800 Mbit/s While a ring or bus system may grow indefinitely one
attachment at a time, circuit switches grow in major
increments. For example, if you are using an 8 x 8
switch and want to add a ninth element, then you have
to buy another whole 8 x 8 switch and interconnect t-he
switches. Switch architectures are often square, e.g.,
crossbars, but may be tailored to a variety ofwCBI CBI
applications. For-example, a local switch ‘may
interconnect several workstations but have only one
connection to the main switch; supporting only one!iOs[ 1

(TX)

(TX)

Host 3

Figure 1 Cit cuit switch architeave

Normally, once a cmrtectiort is completed, the channel
oprmes as if there were no switch involved. That is,
delays may occur on chcuit setup, but no delays. other
than circuit delays, are encountered once the
connection is completed

Circuit switches utilize different access control
mechanisms from traditional bus or ring architecnxes.
Namely, if a source on a switch finds that its requested
destination is busy, and if the source has data for a
different destination, then the source can try sending to
the second destination. With a bus or ring, if the
media was busy, you could not send even if you had
data for mother dcst.imttion.

Crop-on features may also be used to hang a source
waiting for a specific destination to complete. Call
qucueing schemes havr a.lsu been proposed for
connection setups. Switch systems need to watch out
fc)r hung channels and channel hogs.

In the ~b~en : of a busy destination, setting up a circuit
may take from a mic:osecortd to a millisecond,
depending on the switch size and cortnectiort control
L’lIcultry, once completed, delays dlruugh the swi~ch
from a few nanoseconds to a microsecond may be
cncwumcred.

mainframe to workstation transfer N-a time.- -

There arc advantages to large switches, e.g., up to
4096 connections, and to small modular switches,
e.g., 8 x 8 or 32 x 32, and vendors are building both.
Some of the early uses may give us some guidelines on
the best way to apply switches.

Ring architectures

Ring netwotks provide a single data path that is shared
by all of the attachments. This single data path limits
the total bandwidth!!, but does give a natural broadcast
capability. Bus access is usually deterrn irted by taken
passing 2: time slots. An advantage of rings is that it
is usually fairly easy to add one more station. FDDI is
an example of a ring rwtwork running at 100 Mbit/s.

Figure 2 shows a ring network interconnecting four
hosts. The “RI” elements are “ring interfaces” for
performing such functions as data buffering, ring
access, data buffering, security checking, and low
level protocols.

L-JHost
1



FC based rings are being considered for connecting
peripherals, e.g.. disks, to mainframes. In this
environment. the limitation of a single data path is not
critical since the mainframe is normally the single
generator and user of the data It is envisioned that
these rings would be cheaper than a circuit switch
architecture.

Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) opates by
sending multiple data streams, each iit a separate
wavelength (i.e., frequency), on a single fiber. For
comparison, FC uses baseband sigrding, sending
ordy a single stream down a fiber.

WDM cm be compared to the lead-in cable for your
TV set; there is only one cable. but there arc mul:iple
station’s signals on that cable. Figure 3 shows one
version of a WDM network interconnecting four hosts.
In figure 3, each host transmits on a freed wavelength,
;. 1 through A4. At each receiver, the tunable filter
selects the appropriate wavelength to listen to a spci
transmitter. Another version of a WDM netw{ .
would have each receiver set to a unique single
wavelength, and the transmitters tune to the different
wavelengths. Still another version would have both
the tramrnitters and rccrivcrs runable. The network
can theoretically have a very !arge number of channels,
e,g.. 2500 channels. each i GHz with 9 GI-fz guard
b~ds. This is based on a center wavelength
nrn and tuning from 1.45 nrn to 1.65 nm.

L=r p~sive Tunable Phao-
L)nvefs star Filters detectors

OF 1.55

3-EKcO””’’Azl-mEl
—— \l— m
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There arc some basic problems that need to be solved
before WDM becomes practical for computer
networks. The tuning needs to be fast (less than 1
microsecond) and accurate (to get the maximum
number of channels). There also reeds to be mhim uin
crosstalk (for the maximum number of channels and
adequate bit emor rate). There also need to be in-line
broadband amplifiers to overcome the losses of the star
couplers. Ways to disrnbute the star coupler to the end
points would also help. And of course, the parts need
to be inexpensive and mass producible (hand selection
of laser wavelengths is not acceptable).

Todays computer networks use what is called “in-band
addressing”’ :e.. the destination address is carried
along with : message, not routed on a separate
control path. AISO, most of todays computer networks
use packet switching with datagnuns as the underlying
transfer mechanism. Here each message is a separate
entity with addressing and error control portions.
Rather than using packet switching, WDM networks
seem to lend themselves more towards circuit
switching. With circui~ switching a pilot message is
sent out to establish a path (circuit) between the source
and destination. Once the path is established, the da[a
message can then be transmitted. This circuit set-up
adds to the message latency.

With WDM the path must be ●stablished, i.e., both the
transmitter and receiver must be u~,ing the same
wavelength, before the message packet can be sent. If
you are using tunable receivers and fmcd transmitters.
then how does the receiver know when a transmitter
wants to send something to n so that the receiver can
tune co the mnsmitter’s wavelength? Likewise, if the
mcciver is fried and the transmitter tunable, then how
does the transmitter know that someone else isn’t
already transmitting on that wavelcngtb? If someone
else is transmitting on this wavelength, then the
messages will collide resulting in neither message
getting through correctly. There arc ways to solve this
“media access” problem, but most of them require
some sort of “out-of-band addressing” at different
wavelengths. The problcm is not insunnountiib]e, i[ is
just a problem. This media access problem will ;Iffcct
the Ltcency from source to destination. With chanprs
10 accommodate the access differences, FC sh(~ul(l
work well with WDM,

[nterfaces to the telecommunications world

I



time division multiplexing of many slow channels to a
single fast channel. The computer nerworks have used
packet switching with datagrarns. where each packet
takes the total bandwidth of the media. The telcom
neoworks have been very concerned with guaranteed
bandwidth so chat the data is not delayed, for example
caucirtg uneven time delays in speech traffic. The
La 1:; uter networks were less worried about
incremental delay, and were more concerned with
making use of all of tk available bandwidth.

Now we are seeing the two “cultures” starting to
merge. The computer networks need some of the
guaranteed bandwidth circuit switching techniques to
transmit video and voice among the end nodes,
Likewise. the telcom networks are becoming digital
and using small packets, e.g., 53-byte cells in
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) of the
Synchronous Optical Network (SON~), for carrying
multiple traffic streams. The telcom networks still
need a call set-up to load the address translation look-
up tables in tk route.

Conventional wisdom says that the less you ‘touch’ a
packet, the lower the overhd. That is, an interface or
bridge that can ‘touch’, or operate on, 20,000 packets
per second is a rd screamer, and effectively takes 50
microseconds for each packet. At 800 Mbit/s, 50
m icrctieconds rrartslates into a 5 KByte packet. At the
2.4 Gbit/s sped of SOFJET. a 53-byte packet takes
less than 200 nanoseconds, hence assembling and
u rdcing with 53-byte cells is going to be a challenge at
the higher SO NET rztcs, e.g., approximately
5.600,000 cells per second.

Other potentiai problems associated with ATM include
the fact that the cells do not include any errx detccdon,
e.g., pariry, on the data portion of the cell. Cells may
dso be discarded by intermediate switches during
overload conditions.

OPEN PROBLEMS REQUIRING FL’TURE
WORK

lfIPPl and FC may be the lower layers of future
network architectures. With these higher speed
physical connections, there is incentive to work on the
nexl bottleneck, which may well be the Trimport
I.aycr. TCP/lP and TP4 are the most widely used
tru.nsport layers, but they may no! perform well in the
glgabil cnvmmmcnt.

Existing upper layer protocols were designed to
operate with yesterdays physical layers. .N”ou. rather
than emor rates of 10”, error rates of 10-9are expected.
largely due to the improvements from using fiber optic
components. The distances and transfer rates also
tiect the protocol. The delay between C&ifomia and
New York is lfl milliseconds, allowing 3000 packets
of 1 ILBytes each to be in t.n-msit. Window sizes. flow
control, and error recovexy at the higher speeds need m
be addressed.

Supercomputers have proven to be very effective for
simulating physical phenomenon. Congress, in an
attempt to increase the effectiveness of the United
States, is pushing a National Research and Education
Network (Nl?.EN), with a goal of a coast-to-coast 3000
Mbit/s computer network backbone. If you cannot
move the users to the computers, then make the
computers available to the users as if they were
adjacent. There is a lot of research and testing going
on to make the NREN a reality within the time frame
goal. Los Alarnos is participating in the Casa testbed.
HIPPI is also being used heavily in the testbcds.

Interoperability with the telephone switching systems
is required to realize the NREN. The telecom industry
has been promoting Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) for switching and routing. ATM uses a basic
cell size of 48 bytes plus a 5-byte header. ATM makes
good sense when suppcming many voice circuits. how
well it works with gigabitis data transfers remains to be
seen.

SUMMARY

Computer networks operadng at gigabit per second
transfer rates are se~n as necessary for many
applications, and gi} Tit networks are becoming
available. HIPPI and FC will provide some of the
basic build~g blocks for these networks. Fuflher
work needs to be done in higher layer protocols, u.nd
long distance networks. to achieve our nii[ional gm.ls.
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